
25/10/15 Abellio Greater Anglia 

No known allocations due to planned engineering work. 

GBRF Sleeper Hire 

 90037 worked 1m11 from Glasgow to Euston 

 90046 worked 1s26 from Euston to Glasgow 

 90047 worked 1s25 from Euston to Edinburgh 

 90048 worked 1m16 from Edinburgh to Euston 

DBS 

 90018 no known location 

 90019 at Crewe on maintenance 

 90020 at Mossend for weekend 

 90021 at Crewe on maintenance 

 90024 at Mossend for weekend 

 90026 at Crewe on maintenance (stored) 

 90028 at Crewe on maintenance (stored) 

 90029 last reported Crewe on maintenance 

 90034 on hire to AGA 

 90035 last reported Crewe on maintenance 

 90036 at Mossend for weekend 

 90037 on hire to GBRF (beds) tbc 

 90039 at Mossend for weekend 

 90040 at Crewe on maintenance 

Freightliner 

 90016 at Basford Hall for weekend 

 90041 at Basford Hall for weekend 

 90042 out of traffic LNWR exam 

 90043 at Basford Hall for weekend 

 90044 at Ipswich for weekend 

 90045 out of traffic LNWR reps 

 90046 on hire to GBRF (beds) 

 90047 on hire to GBRF (beds) 

 90048 on hire to GBRF (beds) 

 90049 last reported LNWR exam 

26/10/15 Abellio Greater Anglia 

90002 (1p13), 90003 (1p15), 90005 (1p00), 90007 (1p04), 90008 (1y01), 90011 
(1p05), 90012 (1p01), 90013 (1p03), 90014 (1p02), 90015 (1p07), 90034 
(1p11) 

GBRF Sleeper Hire 

 90037 worked 1s26 from Euston to Glasgow 

 90046 worked 1m11 from Glasgow to Euston 

 90047 worked 1m16 from Edinburgh to Euston 

 90048 worked 1s25 from Euston to Edinburgh 

DBS 

 90018 allocated to 6m76 
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 90019 at Crewe on maintenance 

 90020 allocated to 4m25, 4s47 (paired with 90039) 

 90021 allocated to 6v15 (paired with 90036) 

 90024 at Crewe on maintenance 

 90026 at Crewe on maintenance 

 90028 at Crewe on maintenance 

 90029 at Crewe on maintenance 

 90034 on hire to AGA 

 90035 at Crewe on maintenance 

 90036 allocated to 6v15 (paired with 90021) 

 90037 on hire to GBRF (beds) 

 90039 allocated to 4m25, 4s47 (paired with 90020) 

 90040 at Crewe on maintenance 

Freightliner 

 90016 at Basford Hall spare 

 90041 allocated to 4L90, 4M53 

 90042 at LNWR maintenance complete 

 90043 allocated to 4L41, 4M63 

 90044 allocated to 4M88, 4H54 

 90045 out of traffic Basford Hall reps 

 90046 on hire to GBRF (beds) 

 90047 on hire to GBRF (beds) 

 90048 on hire to GBRF (beds) 

 90049 out of traffic LNWR exam 

27/10/15 Abellio Greater Anglia 

90003 (1y01), 90005 (1p11), 90006 (1p15), 90007 (1p01), 90008 (1p13), 90011 
(1p03), 90012 (1p00), 90013 (1p02), 90014 (1p04), 90015 (1p05), 90034 
(1p07) 

GBRF Sleeper Hire 

 90037 worked 1m11 from Glasgow to Euston 

 90042 worked 1s26 from Euston to Glasgow 

 90046 worked 1s25 from Euston to Edinburgh 

 90048 worked 1m16 from Edinburgh to Euston 

DBS 

 90018 allocated to 6K74, 6F94 

 90019 at Crewe on maintenance 

 90020 last reported on 4S47 (paired with 90039) 

 90021 allocated to 6X65, 6V15 (paired with 90036) 

 90024 at Crewe IEMD spare 

 90026 at Crewe on maintenance 

 90028 at Crewe on maintenance 

 90029 at Crewe IEMD spare 

 90034 on hire to AGA 

 90035 at Crewe on maintenance 

 90036 allocated to 6X65, 6V15 (paired with 90021) 

 90037 on hire to GBRF (beds) 

 90039 last reported on 4S47 (paired with 90020) 

 90040 at Crewe on maintenance 



Freightliner 

 90016 allocated to 4S83 (ex-Tilbury) vice-86s 

 90041 allocated to 4K18, 4L90 

 90042 transfer Crewe to Willesden (GBRF) 

 90043 at Ipswich spare 

 90044 allocated to 4L91, 4M88, 4H54 

 90045 out of traffic Basford Hall reps 

 90046 on hire to GBRF (beds) 

 90047 transfer Willesden to Crewe (exam), then 4L80 

 90048 on hire to GBRF (beds) 

 90049 out of traffic LNWR exam 

28/10/15 Abellio Greater Anglia 

90003 (1p03), 90005 (1p07), 90006 (1y01), 90007 (1p00), 90008 (1p13), 90011 
(1p02), 90012 (1p05), 90013 (1p04), 90014 (1p11), 90015 (1p01), 900xx (1p15) 

GBRF Sleeper Hire 

 90037 worked 1s26 from Euston to Glasgow 

 90042 worked 1m11 from Glasgow to Euston 

 90046 worked 1m16 from Edinburgh to Euston 

 90048 worked 1s25 from Euston to Edinburgh 

DBS 

 90018 at Mossend spare 

 90019 at Crewe on maintenance 

 90020 allocated to 4M25 (paired with 90039) 

 90021 allocated to 6X65 (paired with 90036) 

 90024 at Wembley spare 

 90026 at Crewe on maintenance 

 90028 at Crewe on maintenance 

 90029 at Wembley spare 

 90034 on hire to AGA 

 90035 at Crewe on maintenance 

 90036 allocated to 6X65 (paired with 90021) 

 90037 on hire to GBRF (beds) 

 90039 allocated to 4M25 (paired with 90020) 

 90040 at Crewe on maintenance 

Freightliner 

 90016 allocated to 4K18, 4L90 

 90041 out of traffic Basford Hall exam 

 90042 on hire to GBRF (beds) 

 90043 allocated to 4L91, 4M88, 4H54 

 90044 at Ipswich not allocated 

 90045 out of traffic Basford Hall reps 

 90046 on hire to GBRF (beds) 

 90047 at Tilbury allocated to 4S83 (vice) 

 90048 on hire to GBRF (beds) 

 90049 out of traffic LNWR exam 

29/10/15 Abellio Greater Anglia 



Amended Allocations 

The 10:00 LST-NRW (1P18) with 90007 and a set of stock were declared a failure 
prior to departure from the Street, which resulted in 1P18 being cancelled as well 
as the return journey from Norwich at 12:30. As a result of the failure, there were 
a handful of set swaps throughout the day in effect changing the original 
allocations shown below. 

In the early afternoon, 90008 was sent light engine as 0Z99 from Crown Point to 
Liverpool Street to rescue 90007 and the NXEA liveried 90 dragged the stricken 
set back to Norwich as the 16:30 LST-NRW (1P44) with 90007 DOR.   

Original Allocations 

90001 (1p04), 90003 (1p02), 90007 (1p15), 90011 (1y01), 90012 (1p07), 90013 
(1p01), 90014 (1p05), 90015 (1p00), 90034 (1p03). 900xx (1p13), 900xx 
(1p11), 

GBRF Sleeper Hire 

 90037 worked 1m11 from Glasgow to Euston 

 90042 worked 1s26 from Euston to Glasgow 

 90046 worked 1s25 from Euston to Edinburgh 

 90048 worked 1m16 from Edinburgh to Euston 

DBS 

 90018 at Warrington spare 

 90019 at Crewe on maintenance 

 90020 at Mossend not allocated 

 90021 allocated to 6X65 (paired with 90036) 

 90024 at Wembley spare 

 90026 at Crewe on maintenance 

 90028 at Crewe on maintenance 

 90029 at Wembley spare 

 90034 on hire to AGA 

 90035 at Crewe on maintenance 

 90036 allocated to 6X65 (paired with 90021) 

 90037 on hire to GBRF (beds) 

 90039 at Mossend not allocated 

 90040 at Crewe on maintenance 

Freightliner 

 90016 allocated to 4K44 (vice), 4L90 

 90041 allocated to 4L41, 4S88 

 90042 on hire to GBRF (beds) 

 90043 allocated to 4L91, 4M88, 4H54 

 90044 at Ipswich on exam 

 90045 out of traffic Basford Hall reps 

 90046 on hire to GBRF (beds) 

 90047 allocated to 4S83 ex Tilbury 

 90048 on hire to GBRF (beds) 

 90049 out of traffic LNWR exam 

30/10/15 Abellio Greater Anglia 



90005 (1p04), 90008 (1p03), 90012 (1p00), 90013 (1p13), 90034 (1p02). 
Nothing else known. 

GBRF Sleeper Hire 

 900xx worked 1s26 from Euston to Glasgow 

 90042 worked 1m11 from Glasgow to Euston 

 90046 worked 1m16 from Edinburgh to Euston 

 90048 worked 1s25 from Euston to Edinburgh 

DBS 

 90018 no known allocations 

 90019 at Crewe on maintenance 

 90020 no known allocations 

 90021 allocated to 6X65 (paired with 90036) 

 90024 no known allocations 

 90026 at Crewe on maintenance 

 90028 at Crewe on maintenance 

 90029 no known allocations 

 90034 on hire to AGA 

 90035 at Crewe on maintenance 

 90036 allocated to 6X65 (paired with 90021) 

 90037 on hire to GBRF (beds) ? 

 90039 no known allocations 

 90040 at Crewe on maintenance 

Freightliner 

 90016 allocated to 4K18 

 90041 last reported working 4S88 (last night) 

 90042 on hire to GBRF (beds) 

 90043 allocated to 4L91 

 90044 no known allocations 

 90045 out of traffic Basford Hall reps 

 90046 on hire to GBRF (beds) 

 90047 last reported working 4S83 (last night) 

 90048 on hire to GBRF (beds) 

 90049 out of traffic LNWR exam 

31/10/15 Abellio Greater Anglia 

90003 (1p07), 90002 (1p01), 90004 (1p05), 90005 (1p03), 90008 (1p06), 90013 
(1p04), 90034 (1p02). 

In addition, 90008 worked the 20:00 NRW-LST (1P67) off 1P46 instead of going 
to Crown Point for the night (90002 was stood down instead). 

GBRF Sleeper Hire 

 900xx at Polmadie off 1s26 

 90042 at Euston off 1m11 

 90046 at Euston off 1m16 

 90048 at Edinburgh off 1s25 

DBS 



 90018 no known allocations 

 90019 at Crewe on maintenance 

 90020 no known allocations 

 90021 no known allocations 

 90024 no known allocations 

 90026 at Crewe on maintenance 

 90028 at Crewe on maintenance 

 90029 no known allocations 

 90034 on hire to AGA 

 90035 no known allocations 

 90036 no known allocations 

 90037 on hire to GBRF (beds)? 

 90039 no known allocations 

 90040 at Crewe on maintenance 

Freightliner 

 90016 no known allocations 

 90041 no known allocations 

 90042 on hire to GBRF (beds) 

 90043 no known allocations 

 90044 no known allocations 

 90045 out of traffic Basford Hall reps 

 90046 on hire to GBRF (beds) 

 90047 allocated to 4M87, then spare 

 90048 on hire to GBRF (beds) 

 90049 out of traffic LNWR exam 

 


